is the free product G X *G 2 of G λ = F*/R* and G 2 the trivial group fe, , «n Zu ' , z*) The theorem claims that the sum of the (minimal) numbers of defining relations for the G { is not always minimal for G^G 2 .
Compare this with Grushko's theorem, which implies that the number of generators of a free product is the sum of those for the factors. REMARK 1. If one takes the number k in the presentation F/R (of any group) to be least possible for R in F, then this presentation is said to have the deficiency
Thus, setting cϊ* = n* -&*, the inequality n* + k < n + fc* is the same as d*<d, provided that k is minimal for R and &* is minimal for 12* in their respective free groups. The deficiency of a presentation is not a group invariant [1].
REMARK 2. The group with noninvariant deficiency given in [1] happens to be non-Hopfian (it is isomorphic to a proper f actorgroup of itself: G ~ G/N, N Φ 1). It is not known whether such groups must be non-Hopfian however, two presentations, G and G/N of a nonHopfian group may have identical deficiencies even if N is not trivial. That is, if a group is given by the presentation
and is isomorphic to its own proper factorgroup given by
it need not follow that k + 1 is minimal for iϋ* whenever k is minimal for R. For example, the first known pair of presentations of a nonHopfian group, due to Higman and quoted in [2] , is Ji(Xi) = !/*, i : 1, , w «7i(3/i) = a?*, i : 1, , n* .
Since xf -I(g 3 (x)) = ffi (7(αj)) = ^(/(α*)) modulo i2* and R(f(x*)) = 1 modulo Λ* in G 2 , and hence in H 2 , one gets the following identities in H 2 :
Clearly, J x maps not only H λ on H 2 , but also F on F*, and R on 22*, isomorphically.
Finally let
Under the transformation Ja given by
H 2 is mapped isomorphically on H 3 and J 2 is also an isomorphism between the free groups involved: 
